THE MAGIC MIRROR

THE STRANGEST DREAM THAT MAN HAS EVER DREAMED
IT IS HERE
the magic eye... the enchanted mirror...
The fantastic dream of ancient witches
who were burnt for their dreaming...
Television, youngest, strangest, most
intriguing of all the miracles of Science.

NOW WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL

PLEW TELEVISION LIMITED

THE GREATEST THRILL OF THIS NEW AGE
A darkened room. Suddenly a mirror glows. A human being - miniature yet real, has
appeared from nowhere - is singing and dancing in front of you... Your first view in a
Plew Television set is a thrill you will never forget. The fascination will grip you. Due
to the Plew discoveries, clear, steady television suddenly becomes practicable at a price within
everyone's reach. The.R.B.C., alive to the position, are out to do big things in the way
of programmes... encourage them by buying a Plew set... you'll never again be con-
tent just to listen to your radio... you'll want to see it too... A Plew set is so
simple, just plug it to your present radio... ask your dealer to-day.

MODEL NO. 1: 10 GNS. STANDARD MODEL: 15 GNS. LONG RANGE MODEL: 22 GNS.

SEE AS YOU LISTEN
SHOWING THE SIMPLICITY OF OPERATION—

1. Turn this knob as far as it will go to the right.
2. Press down this switch to “on” position.
3. When motor is running at correct speed, the stroboscope will appear stationary. Turn knob (No. 3a) to increase or decrease speed of motor.
4. Immediately the stroboscope is stationary as explained in No. 3, press this switch to the “on” position.
5. Although the picture is now synchronised, errors in transmission may occur, and this lever is to be used to compensate for such errors. It should be moved whichever way is necessary until the picture becomes steady. Should the picture move during the broadcast, it can be brought back to a stationary position by a further movement of the lever.

F. H. HULBERT.

PLEW TELEVISION LTD

STAFFORD RD., WADDON, CROYDON, SURREY—TELEPHONE: FAIRFIELD 5191